The peak frequency of emission from a blackbody of temperature T is given by:
The number of photons detected in an instrument is given by:
Where N is in photons/cm 2 /s/ster. Requiring N to be 100 photons and grasp G to be 10 10 cm 2 s, we find: where θ min is the minimum detectable angular feature in radians.
The baseline required to resolve θ min is:
where L is the baseline in centimeters Baseline (m) 1 10 100 1000
Mirror Size (cm) 3x100 3x100 3x100 3x100
Position Stability ( Notes:
•Angular stability is for individual mirrors relative to target direction.
•Only the Angular Knowledge requirement grows tighter with baseline, but this is achieved by a (fixed) 2nm relative position knowledge over a longer baseline.
•Absolute positioning remains constant as interferometer grows, but does not get tighter!
Pointing Solves Problem
Consider, instead, line F. Mount the visible light interferometer on structures at the ends of line F. They then maintain 1nm precision wrt to guide star that lies perpendicular to F. This defines pointing AND maintains lateral position of convergers. 
